Eisenhower, Dulles Hold Bedside Meeting

UGLY MAN Decision Due Tonight

Living Unit Breaks Off Final Word

Ready for Action

Eisenhower, Dulles head hospital: Final UWM decision due tonight.

The New Yorker for the television of the Nixon—Ike — South Carolina football this Saturday. This will be the first color television of any game at Michigan State.

Construction slated for Nov. 1

Plans announced for Olin addition

High of 76

Rainy Weather Follows Sunshine

Tenor to Give Folk Concert

STOCK SHOW Gradual Gain

Tenor Edward L. Babin, in residence now, began his second week's engagement at the State University this week. He will continue his work through May 31.

The tenor gave a recital before a small audience in the Findley Concert Hall on Wednesday night. The program included songs from various fields, including opera, literature, and popular music.

The economic situation continued to show signs of improvement. The stock market showed a gradual gain, with prices rising gradually. However, the pace of recovery was slow, and many experts believed that a full recovery was still some time away.

Spartan Engineer Staff Appointed

The Spartan Engineer, the official student newspaper, announced the appointment of new staff members. The new staff included editors, reporters, and photographers. The newspaper was expected to continue to provide coverage of student life and events at Michigan State.

Gulf Lake Station

To Host Ag Board

A meeting of the Michigan State Board of Agriculture was scheduled to take place at the Gulf Lake Station. The board would discuss various agricultural issues and make decisions that would affect the state's agricultural industry.

In brief

- 7 million in Soviet Slave Camps
- AF to send rocket 70 miles Up
- Transit Strike Snarls St. Louis
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Letters

Sex, Sadism Uncovered In 'Spartan'

To the Editor:

I recently read a copy of your tabloid magazine, "The Spartan," published by a small student organization within the University of Michigan. I was disturbed and interested in discovering the level of artificiality exemplified within this publication. I feel that the college students of today have been brainwashed by the mass media to the point where they cannot even express themselves truthfully or accurately. The "Spartan" is a good example of this type of mass media. I believe that the administration should initiate some type of action to remedy this situation.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

The Editor's Response

Dear Mr. [Signature],

Thank you for your letter regarding the publication "The Spartan". We appreciate your concern and will take appropriate action to address the issues you have raised. We value the feedback and hope to improve our publication. Please continue to provide us with your thoughts and ideas.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Crossword Puzzle

1 Across: The capital of France
2 Down: A type of fish
3 Across: The largest continent
4 Down: A type of bird
5 Across: A planet in our solar system
6 Down: A type of fruit
7 Across: The currency of Japan
8 Down: A type of flower
9 Across: A type of tree
10 Down: A type of car

Solution of Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Across: Paris
2 Down: Fish
3 Across: Europe
4 Down: Bird
5 Across: Earth
6 Down: Fruit
7 Across: Yen
8 Down: Flower
9 Across: Tree
10 Down: Car

Campus Classifieds

Classified rates: 15 words...

Additional charges...

Campus News
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Scores 3 Times in 19-13 Win
Jonson Runs Wild for Psi U

Brut Jonson, pitcher of Psi U, Friday erased any doubt he would win the All-State honor for Michigan baseball. Jonson got three touchdowns for his Psi U team in their 19-13 win over the Delta Phi Delta, Alpha Chi Sigma Fraternity of Ypsilanti, Mich. Jonson came through with three touchdowns against the Phi Delta's, and the only score the Delta Phi Delta was able to throw was by the Phi Delta's Brian D. Cramblett.

Hockey Tryouts
Open try-out for the M.U. hockey team will be held every day this week.

GATES BEAUTY SHOP
The Fraser Shopping Center

DeCamp's
EAST LANSING

UNIVERSITY SHOES

Styles you want
at a price you'll like

$10.95

Foot Flairs

Outstanding style shoes at a moderate price.

V. J. DeCamp & Son
ACROSS FROM THE UNION

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Foreign Film Series
Bay — Wednesday, October 12
Guy de Maupassant's
"Le Plaisir"
Three sparkling French Stories
— All-star Cast —
 caller
Simone Simon
Claude Dauphin
Madeleine Renaud
Fairchild Theatre — 7 and 9 P.M.
ADM. 25c

Latitudes

Pits, Comics Taste Better - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUCY'S

State authorized狂

CO-EDS

For Fall

SPECIAL SALE

OF

TENNIS RACKETS

Reg. Price

Sale Price

Aussie

$22.25

$14.95

Armstrong

$19.25

$12.95

Wimbledon

$14.95

$9.95

Streamliner

$14.95

$9.95

Blue streak

$12.95

$7.95

Racket Presses

$1.19

Balls — Wilson — Benroft — Pennsylvania...

5/82.25

LINKS' SPORT SHOP

217 Ann St.

ED. 4616

THE MICHIGAN STATE NEWS

RATES SPARTANS HIGH

Coach Fears State

Bob Williams, Michigan State's football coach, anticipates St. Cloud's Minnesota State team to challenge Michigan State. Williams believes there will be no difference between the two teams and Michigan State will be the victor in the game.

BOXING INVESTIGATION OPPOSED

Overconfident?

ANN ARBOR (AP) — No one wanted to see another fire for tennis championships. Eastern Michigan, St. Joseph's College and Dartmouth are all teams that have been identified as possible candidates for the title.

DISSONANCE

The squad voted in a definitive way. At no time did they give any indication of being upset over any governmental group.

The sport can be properly conducted if the players cooperate instead of trying to compete against each other. However, the more the players cooperate, the less the game will be the same to the fans. It is a question of the game to be played by the fans and how the players cooperate in playing the game, according to Dr. John C. W. Johnson, chairman of the Department of Physical Education at the University of Michigan.
Foundry Reopens Under Martial Law
Skeleton Crew to Resume Full Production Today

NEW CASTLE, Ind. (AP) — A skeleton force of 6 workers reopened the Perfect Circle Corp. foundry Tuesday while about 1,000 National Guard troops enforced martial law in three cities.

Refocusing National Guardsmen marched onto the fire alarm plant in North Central Indiana. The troops were assigned to the foundry as part of a 200-man unit and were later expected to be replaced by a larger group.

The plant was closed last week after a strike involving 1,000 workers.

Newcastle factories, including the Perfect Circle plant, have been closed for two days.

Newcastle police said at least one man was injured in a shooting incident at the plant.

Assistant Fire Chief Harry J. Johnson said the man was shot in the leg and taken to a hospital.

The plant reopened after negotiations with the National Guard.

The workers are expected to return to the plant Thursday.
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